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CLARK COUNTY

Kelsey Family Farm, Brush Prairie – 1959
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ISLAND COUNTY

Comstock Barn, Coupeville—1935
Tu & Wolinsky Farm, Green Bank – 1918
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ISLAND COUNTY

Rosehip Farm, Coupeville – c1895
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ISLAND COUNTY

Island County Fairgrounds, Langley – 1937
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LINCOLN COUNTY

Lauritzen Farm, Wilbur – 1918
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PEND OREILLE COUNTY

Sweet Creek Ranch, Ione – c.1911
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PIERCE COUNTY

Stan & Joan Cross Park, Tacoma – c.1927
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SNOHOMISH COUNTY

Broers Farm, Monroe – c.1935
Hahnel Family Farm, Bellingham – 1932
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WHATCOM COUNTY

JKTJ Courtney Herefords, Lynden – 1912